
Visitors to national parks, in particular
Grand Canyon National Park, may have an
awa reness of fire’s role because of the
increase in urban-interface fires with subse-
quent destruction of homes and businesses
(Shindler et al. 2001). This may influence
the opinion of those who live in an urban-
i n te r fa ce setting. S e ve ral surve ys have
assessed public awareness on a variety of
fire and natural resources issues (Cortner et
al. 1984; Taylor and Daniel 1984; Carpen-
ter et al. 1986; Manfredo et al. 1990; Bright
et al. 1993). Cortner et al. (1984) conduct-
ed a poll of Tucson residents in 1981 on fire
knowledge and tolerance of management of
public lands with regard to the “new” prac-
tice of controlled fires (also referred to as
let-burn and prescribed fires). They found

respondents were most concerned about
local issues and how it would affect them as
well as wildlife in the fire area. Those most
likely to approve of low-intensity fires were
males over 30 years of age with some college
education. Cortner et al. (1984) empha-
sized the importance of educational materi-
al and quoted Stankey’s (1976) report on
fire, which linked public support for fire
management to educating the public about
fire’s role in the ecosystem. To apply this
i n f o r m a t i o n , k n ow l e d ge of the public’s
recreational choices can be beneficial.

In 1984, Stankey and McCool looked
at the choices visitors make when they ven-
ture out to use recreational areas. They
found the setting, what they plan to do
there, and how it is managed (e.g., little if
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Introduction
IN 1933, GEORGE WRIGHT CHALLENGED NATIONAL PARK MANAGERS to recognize naturally
occurring fires as a natural part of park ecosystems (Davis and Halvorson 1996). After
decades of research by scientists and overcoming resistance by land managers, fire has
returned to most national park ecosystems through a wildland fire program resulting in eco-
logical restoration (Covington et al. 1997, 2000; Davis and Halvorson 1996; Fulé 1995).
However, the public has not been as supportive of these programs as have biologists
(Manfredo 1990). While scientists are privy to the intimate details of the biological reasons
behind the role and need for fire as a disturbance in natural ecosystems, the public may not
be as aware.



they want solitude or heavily if they want a
guided tour) play a role in visitors’ use deci-
sions. They found there is security in rou-
tine behavior and that many visitors like to
repeat experiences. Perhaps this may ex-
plain the angst visitors feel when the setting
they prefer is altered—a forest’s appearance
after a fire, for example. With decades of fire
suppression, natural areas in national parks
show little evidence of the passing of fire
and an expectation of unmarred beauty has
entered the national psyche. A study of the
a cceptability rating of aesthetic views
(Taylor and Daniel 1984) found that even in
the early 1980s, those who supported and
understood the role of fire in the ecosystem
still did not like the visual setting that mod-
erate to severe fire created. Interestingly,
small fires that brought in new growth for
several years post-fire were given a high
a p p roval ra t i n g . The authors co n c l u d e d
there would be more tolerance for these
types of results than crown fires. They, like
other authors (Shindler et al. 2001; Stankey
and McCool 1984) emphasized the impor-
tance of education to develop public accep-
tance for management decisions.

The importance and credibility of the
educational message was illustrated in the
Carpenter et al. (1986) study. In a survey
using open-ended and closed-ended ques-
tions, they found that the message being
provided should address the concerns of
the target audience. They noted that mes-
sages citing the benefits of fire, its effects on
w i l d l i f e , and its origins, combined with
trust in the professionalism of the forest
managers, were key components. In this
early work, they found no easily defined
segment of the population to target and sug-
gested the messages be directed toward all
visitors.

Manfredo et al. (1990) assessed the

public’s preferences for control, let-burn,
and prescription fires. They suggested that
gaining public support for prescription fire
was key in making policies on fire manage-
ment. After the Yellowstone fires in 1988,
prescription fires in National Park Service
areas were stopped, due in large part to
public sentiment, as well as a re-evaluation
of fire’s role in the ecosystem and how it
would be utilized in future ecological res-
toration. It was then, more than ever, that
fire policy gained a critical sociopolitical
component (Manfredo et al. 1990). This
study was followed up in Yellowstone by a
survey in 1993 (Bright et al. 1993) that
studied the effects of changing attitudes and
beliefs on support of controlled-burn poli-
cies. The investigators first assessed the atti-
tude of visitors to Yellowstone of controlled
burns. They followed this up with specific
negative messages and a survey to those in
support of the fire, with no message and a
survey to controls. In turn, positive mes-
sages and a survey were sent to non-fire
supporters, with no message and a survey to
controls. They found some changes in atti-
tude with the targeted messages, but they
were not universal. They found it was im-
portant to know the character of the audi-
ence (sociodemographics) as well as the
weight the prior attitude and subjective
norm played. They found all messages must
have credibility to be effective.

Recent surveys (Shindler et al. 2001;
Brunson et al. 2002) have inco r p o ra te d
d e m o g raphic inquiries along with ques-
tions on forest management, forest condi-
tions, and the role of fire. Survey focuses
included trust in management and land
management agency practices, the effects of
smoke, and erosion, as well as asking if fire
and mechanical thinning are legitimate
tools in land management. Shindler et al.
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(2002) found that public opinions are pro-
visional and can change. For instance, fol-
lowing the Los Alamos fire in New Mexico,
Shindler et al. (2001) found that there was
an increase in negative feelings about the
use of prescribed fire.

The ability to influence public opinion
and behavior is well documented through
the theory of reasoned action (TRA). It has
been used to predict respondent behavior
by obtaining knowledge of the respondent’s
attitude toward the behavior and the influ-
ence of a subjective norm (e.g., significant
others) (Fishbein and Ajzen 1975; Man-
fredo 1992). If the weight of the influence is
sufficient and the discussion specific, atti-
tudes and beliefs can be a good predictor of
the respondent’s intent to engage in a spe-
cific behavior. This predictive relationship
among belief, attitude, intention, and be-
havior allows managers and educators to
use effective means of influencing behav-
ior—in this case, supporting fire in national
parks. In particular, utilization of active par-
ticipation (e.g., interpersonal contacts and
public speeches) and persuasive communi-
cation (brochures and other written infor-
mation with integrity) are the most effective
means of achieving this end (Fishbein and
Ajzen 1975; Terry et al. 1993; Dwyer and
Williams 2002).

We conducted a survey to obtain data
from visitors to Grand Canyon National
Park about their knowledge and opinion of
fire. The survey consisted of a demograph-
ic section, a questions section, and an open
comments section. Comparing visito rs ’
opinions with selected demographic vari-
ables related to these opinions enabled us to
b e t ter understand the visito rs ’ o p i n i o n s
about the role of fire in the national park
ecosystem. Results of statistical analysis of
the answered questions will help managers

and educato rs target populations and
groups of people who do not appear to have
a grasp of fire’s role in national parks. The
open comment section of the survey provid-
ed additional insight as to the intent of the
respondents to perform a given behavior,
i.e., support or not support natural and/or
prescribed fires, through the TRA (Fish-
bein and Ajzen 1975).

Materials and Methods
Survey document. The survey docu-

ment was two pages long with ten questions
aimed at soliciting demographic informa-
tion and opinions from respondents. Ques-
tions about age, gender, education, U.S.
state or foreign country of origin, residence
in an urban or rural community, as well as
the number of times participants had visited
national parks in America were included.
The question, “If there was a way to prevent
all fires in national parks, should they be
p re ve n te d ? ” a s ked for a “ye s ” or “no”
answer. A section was left open for written
comments, prefaced by the question, “Is
there anything else you would like to tell us
about fires in national parks in America?”
The survey was in English.

Survey administration. Permission to
a d m i n i s ter the survey was fa c i l i t a te d
through the Science Center and Division of
Interpretation at Grand Canyon National
Park through which a National Park Service
(NPS) research permit was obtained. The
surveys were placed in two trays on either
side of a closed collection box on a portable
table (the survey station). Pens and a poster
inviting participation in the survey were on
the table. The survey station was placed in
the Canyon View Information Plaza (CVIP)
from April 16, 2001 to September 1, 2001.
During that period, 5,000 surve ys we re
made available to visito rs . A non-NPS
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employee was hired to check the status of
the survey station twice a day, keep it sup-
plied, and retrieve completed surveys.

Analysis. The precision and accuracy
of the information obtained from a survey
hinge on the quality and the quantity of the
responses. Based on the manner in which
the questionnaire was administered, it is
believed that the information provided by
the respondents visiting the CVIP is of high
quality. The initial goal of obtaining 5,000
survey documents was made in an effort to
make precise conclusions about the true
proportion of visitors who gave an affirma-
tive answer to the question, “If there were a
way to prevent all fires in national parks,
should they be prevented?” From April 1,
2001 to September 1, 2001, 2,116,203 vis-
itors entered the park gates on the South
R i m . R o u g h ly 4.5 million people visit
G rand Canyon National Pa rk each ye a r
(National Park Service 2002). The propor-
tion of affirmative responses to the above
question from a sample size of 5,000 is
within 1.4% of the true proportion with
95% confidence. A sample size of 5,000
would thus yield a precise estimate of the
true proportion of affirmative responses to
the fire prevention question. In actuality,
however, fewer than 5,000 survey docu-
ments were filled out. Of 5,000 surveys
p l a ced for public participation, 4 , 6 1 8
(92.4%) were returned. Surveys filled out
by children younger than 16 years of age
we re not analyz e d . Fu r t h e r m o re , of the
questionnaires returned, some were incom-
plete or contained responses that were obvi-
o u s ly inco r rect (e.g., a ge of indiv i d u a l
exceeding 120 years). Even with these com-
plications, the sample size in this study is
large enough to yield precise results. It is
noted that the typical sample size for a
Gallup poll designed to represent the U.S.

adult population of 187 million is 1,000
(Newport et al. 1997).

The SAS JMP Ve rsion 5 Statistical
software program (SAS Institute 2002) was
used for the database and statistical analy-
ses. Each of the completed surveys was
individually entered into the program. The
statistical analysis conducted in this paper
looks at the relationship between answers to
the question, “If there were a way to prevent
all fires in national parks, should they be
prevented?” and the following characteris-
tics of the individuals: age, gender, number
of children with individual on trip, educa-
tion level, citizenship (U.S. or not), individ-
ual’s community (urban, rural), and num-
ber of visits to U.S. national parks in the
individual’s lifetime.

Age was recorded as a quantitative vari-
able; the other attributes are qualitative
since respondents selected a category for
each variable. For example, when answering
the question, “About how many times in
your life have you visited a national park
area in America?” respondents could select
one of the following categories: first time,
1–5 times, 6–10 times, or more than 10
times.

To determine if there was a statistically
significant relationship between each of the
above attributes and the answer to the fire
question, appropriate statistical tests were
conducted. For each of the categorical vari-
ables, a chi-square test of independence was
performed to determine if sample evidence
suggested an association between the vari-
able and the fire question. To determine if
age was related to the “prevent all fires”
question, a logistic regression model was
used with age as the predictor variable and
the response variable being the logit func-
tion of the probability of saying “yes” to the
fire question. In addition, multiple logistic
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regression models were employed to exam-
ine how the demographic information con-
sidered jointly influences the probability of
saying “yes” to the fire question.

The written comments were catego-
rized by opinion and the categories validat-
ed by a second reviewer. The categories
were: comments in favor of fire in general,
specifically in favor of fire, specifically in
favor of prescribed fire, in favor of both nat-
ural and prescribed fire, not in favor of any
fire. Results are given as percentage answers
of total respondents.

Results
Survey questions. This section focus-

es on the attributes of individuals and how
they related to opinions concerning fire.

• Age. The mean age of 4,598 respondents
was 38.6 years. The largest single age
group of respondents were 16 years old
and numbered 274, or 6% of the sur-
ve ys . The oldest respondent was 95
years of age.

• Gender. Male — 1,724 (38%); female —
2,780 (62%).

• On this trip, how many children are
t raveling with yo u ? None — 2,791
(61%); one — 506 (11%); two — 739
(16%); more than two — 553 (12%).

• Education. Less than high school diplo-
ma — 357 (8%); high school diploma —
576 (13%); some college studies — 674
(15%); college degree — 1,286 (28%);
some graduate studies — 455 (10%);
graduate degree — 1,193 (26%).

• State or country of origin. Foreign coun-
try — 827 (18%); USA — 3,766 (82%).
The most state visito rs we re fro m
California (17%) and Arizona (10%). All
50 states were represented by at least
one visitor. The most foreign visitors

were from The United Kingdom (26%)
and Germany (15%) with 66 other
countries represented.

• Type of community. U rban — 3,121
(70%); rural —1,366 (30%).

• Number of visits to U.S. national parks.
First time — 410 (9%); 1–5 times —
1,375 (30%); 6–10 times — 785 (17%);
more than 10 times —1,991 (44%).

• If there were a way to prevent all fires in
national parks, should they be prevented?
Yes — 1,355 (33%); No — 2,791 (67%).

To determine if there was a statistically
significant relationship between each of the
categorical variables and “prevent all fires”
question listed above, a chi-square test of
independence was performed. The hypo-
theses under co n s i d e ration we re , H o :
Variable of interest and response to the fire
question are not associate d , ve rsus Ha:
Variable of interest and response to the fire
question are associated. Based on the mag-
nitude of the test statistic and accompany-
ing p-value, sample evidence suggested that
the following categorical variables are relat-
ed to the way individuals answer the “pre-
vent all fires” question: gender, number of
children with individual on trip, education
level, citizenship (U.S. or not), and number
of visits to U.S. national parks in the indi-
vidual’s lifetime (Table 1). The p-value for
each of these separate tests was less than
0.0001. Sample evidence did not substanti-
ate the hypothesis that there is an associa-
tion between community type (urban, rural)
and response to “prevent all fires” (yes, no)
since p-value = 0.73. The logistic regres-
sion using age as the predictor variable
while the response variable is the logit func-
tion of the probability of saying “yes” to the
fire question suggested that age is a useful
predictor of the logit function. In other
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words, sample evidence suggested that the
proportion of individuals with an affirma-
tive answer to the fire question was different
for people of different ages.

The above results are based on examin-
ing the relationship between responses to
the fire question and each of the other vari-
ables individually. A more complete analysis
was used to determine how the variables

age, gender, number of children with indi-
vidual on trip, education level, U.S. citizen-
ship, type of community, and number of vis-
its to U.S. national parks in the individual’s
lifetime considered together were related to
responses to the fire question. A multiple
logistic re g ression model was used to
accomplish this task. The goodness of fit
test indicated that gender, number of chil-
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d ren with individual on trip, e d u c a t i o n
level, and number of visits to U.S. national
parks considered jointly provide a reason-
able model. Age, U.S. citizenship, and type
of community do not add an appreciable
amount of information to the model given
that gender, number of children with indi-
vidual on trip, education level, and number
of visits to U.S. national parks are already
considered as predictors to the logit func-
tion of the probability of saying yes to the
fire question.

Survey comments. A section for open-
ended comments was provided on each sur-
vey. It began with the question, “Is there
anything else you would like to tell us about
fires in national parks in America? Of the
4,618 returned surveys, 583 (13%) includ-
ed written comments. These were grouped
into the following categories:

• Comments in favor of fire in general (66
respondents/surveys = 11%), for exam-
ple, “Some fires are actually healthy.
New trees grow once the old ones are
burned. It is a healthy process some-
times.”

• Comments specifically in favor of natu -
ral fire (70 = 12%), for example, “Fires
in national parks help to continue the
cycle of life. As long as they are natural-
ly started and don’t endanger homes or
property, they should be let burn.”

• Comments specifically in favor of pre -
scribed fire (27 = 5%), for ex a m p l e ,
“ P rescribed burns are an important
management tool. Something must be
done to overcome the damage caused by
the fire management policies of the
past.”

• Comments in favor of both natural and
prescribed fire (15 = 3%), for example,
“A sound fire management pro g ra m ,

including natural and prescribed burns,
is essential to a healthy eco s ys te m .
Avoid public or political pressure to
suppress all fires.”

• Comments not in favor of any fire (27 =
5 % ) , for ex a m p l e , “I have seen
Yellowstone before the fires and after,
Ye l l ow s tone will never be the same.
Please stop! all fire s , I believe they
destroy more than they save and do
good. I am very thankful for seeing it
b e f o re it burned, I will never see it
again;” and, “I wish you national park
people would quit starting fires in our
parks like you did in Yellowstone and
Mesa Verde because that you think some
seeds will grow. You destroy the park for
ye a rs like Ye l l ow s tone has been
destroyed of its beauty for generations.
Quit it.”

• Comments related to fire but opinion
unclear or mixed (147 = 25%), for exam-
ple, “I always thought any fire was bad.
Now I am not so sure!”

• Comments not related to fire (205 =
35%), for example, “I think it’s interest-
ing that Smokey Bear represents the
Forest Service and tells us to protect the
trees so they can be given to lumber
companies dirt cheap!”

• Comments not related to fire discussion
(26 = 4%) and eliminated due to offen-
sive language, unreadable text, or per-
sonal name given as exclusive answer.

Discussion
Due to the method of survey adminis-

tration, these results cannot be construed as
typical of the average visitor who comes to
Grand Canyon National Park. Only those
who came to CVIP and filled out the survey
are represented. Not all visitors to Grand
Canyon from April 1 to September 1 found
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their way to CVIP, and of those who did,
not all participated in the voluntary survey.
However, among those who did participate,
there are some intriguing trends based on
demographics and opinions about fires in
national parks.

Based on the multiple logistic regres-
sion model, a n s we rs to the question of
whether to prevent or allow all fires in
national parks showed a trend based on
ge n d e r, fa m i ly size, education leve l , a n d
number of visits to U.S. national parks. If
t a ken lite ra l ly, females who are trave l i n g
with more than two children, possess the
lowest education level (i.e., less than high
school diploma), and have made the fewest
number of visits to U.S. national parks have
a greater chance of responding that all fires
should be prevented in national parks than
do other individuals. Specifically, the esti-
mated probability that females in this cate-
gory who are visiting a U.S. national park
for the first time will say that all fires should
be prevented in national parks is 0.82. In
co n t ra s t , the estimated probability that
males having gra d u a te degrees trave l i n g
with no children who have visited U.S.
national parks more than ten times will say
that all fires should be prevented in nation-
al parks is 0.12. This is a significant finding.

H owe ve r, t a r geting such a specific
group could be quite difficult without com-
plete knowledge of visitor demographics.
What we have found is that there are specif-
ic groups of visitors that may benefit from
more specific information about the role of
f i re in the natural eco s ys tem of Gra n d
Canyon National Park. Educational materi-
al can be targeted to persons visiting Grand
Canyon, e.g., those with families and little
ex p e r i e n ce with national park s . Fo r
i n s t a n ce , a publication might be titled
“Your First Visit, or Natural History for

Families.” In guided walks, talks, and other
i n te r p re t ive pro g ra m s , the inte r p re t ive
ranger can establish group demographics at
the start of the program through informal
questions and answers and focus their pres-
entation toward the results of this exercise.

The open comments results showed
m o re respondents in favor of fire than
opposed to fire. Together, those that sup-
port some form of fire in national parks rep-
resent 31% of the respondents who provid-
ed comments. There is a definite trend
among respondents to mention natural fires
more than prescribed fires. This may show
an attitude to accept natural fires over those
started by land managers. Those respon-
dents who opposed all fires represented
only 5% of the commenters. Overall, six
times more respondents were in favor of
fires in some form in national parks than
those opposed. While the survey was con-
ducted in Grand Canyon National Park,
most respondents did not hesitate to specif-
ically mention other park and natural areas,
such as Ye l l ow s tone and Mesa Ve rd e
national parks, in their comments.

Of the respondents who chose to com-
ment about fire, 35% were either definitely
for or against fire. Another 25% made fire-
related comments, but gave no clear opin-
i o n . This left almost 40% of the co m-
menters who stated no definite opinion on
fire. Many of these persons chose the survey
as a forum to complain about facilities or
comment positively about their overall park
experience. It seemed that having a venue to
voice their opinion was more important
than adhering to the spirit and theme of the
fire survey itself.

Using TRA, land managers at Grand
Canyon National Park can utilize interpre-
tive and educational means of active partic-
ipation through ranger-guided activities to
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respond to concerns of park visitors. For
example, interpretive programs on fire in
national parks can focus on reaching fami-
lies and first-time visitors. In addition, the
public participation programs can specifi-
cally elicit the knowledge of the participant
group and tailor their presentations accord-
ingly. Other means of sharing fire informa-
tion include persuasive communication in
the form of the park newspaper, wayside
exhibits, and brochures. These could be
produced in multiple languages, if one is
concerned with assisting foreign visitors in
their understanding of fire’s role in national
parks.

Utilizing the results of this survey by
combining demographic information with
public opinion, managers at Grand Canyon
National Park can target specific groups of
visitors for information dissemination. In
addition, specific responsible and positive
actions in the natural and prescribed fire
program in the park may be the best means
of influencing public opinion. These can
include manageable prescribed fires that
fulfill the park’s fire-needs pre s c r i p t i o n s
and stay within specific para m e te rs .
Together, such actions will boost public
confidence in and support of the park’s fire
program.
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